Hillary Clinton to Campaign in Arizona in Final Week of Election

WASHINGTON — Hillary Clinton is planning to fly into Phoenix on Wednesday to campaign in Arizona in the final week before the presidential election.

Clinton has long been a favorite of Arizona voters, and she has a strong following among the state’s Latino population. The state, which is a key swing state in the election, has a population of more than 4 million and is home to one of the largest Latino populations in the country.

On Wednesday, Clinton is scheduled to speak at a rally in Phoenix and then travel to Las Vegas, Nevada, where she will campaign with former U.S. President Bill Clinton.

The trip marks the start of a four-day campaign swing through five swing states, including Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Michigan.

Clinton’s campaign has been focused on energizing Latino voters, who make up about 17% of the state’s population. She is also trying to energize young voters and women, who are crucial to the Democratic Party’s chances in the election.

The campaign has been running ads on television and radio in Arizona, and Clinton has been making appearances at events and rallies throughout the state.

In addition to her appearance in Phoenix, Clinton is also scheduled to speak at a Democratic Party fundraiser in Las Vegas on Thursday.

The campaign has also been reaching out to voters through social media, with Clinton appearing in videos and live-streamed events on platforms like Facebook and Twitter.

Overall, the campaign has been working to build a strong turnout operation in Arizona, with the goal of securing enough votes to win the state and help the Democratic Party flip the Senate.

If Clinton wins Arizona, she would become the first Democratic candidate to win the state since Bill Clinton in 1996. A Trump win would put Arizona back in the Republican column, as it has been since 1976.

NY: Clinton to Campaign in Arizona in Final Week of Election

NEW YORK – Hillary Clinton is planning to fly into Phoenix on Wednesday to campaign in Arizona in the final week before the presidential election.

The state, which is a key swing state in the election, has a population of more than 4 million and is home to one of the largest Latino populations in the country.

Clinton’s campaign has been focused on energizing Latino voters, who make up about 17% of the state’s population. She is also trying to energize young voters and women, who are crucial to the Democratic Party’s chances in the election.

The campaign has been running ads on television and radio in Arizona, and Clinton has been making appearances at events and rallies throughout the state.

In addition to her appearance in Phoenix, Clinton is also scheduled to speak at a Democratic Party fundraiser in Las Vegas on Thursday.

The campaign has also been reaching out to voters through social media, with Clinton appearing in videos and live-streamed events on platforms like Facebook and Twitter.

Overall, the campaign has been working to build a strong turnout operation in Arizona, with the goal of securing enough votes to win the state and help the Democratic Party flip the Senate.

If Clinton wins Arizona, she would become the first Democratic candidate to win the state since Bill Clinton in 1996. A Trump win would put Arizona back in the Republican column, as it has been since 1976.
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